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2) Sophia wants to buy a crib for her baby. She picks a model and compares

its price on two websites. If website A o!ers the crib for 149 GBP and

website B sells it at 168 NZD, which website o!ers the better deal?

Amelia needs to buy a smartphone to gift her mother. The smartphone costs

199 GBP and 319 AUD. Which currency is it more economical to buy in?

1)

Leslie would get 650 USD when she pawned her necklace in Florida. She

noticed that the necklace fetched only 495 GBP upon being pawned in 

London. Where was the necklace valued more?

3)

S1.90 AUD (  )

S2.04 NZD (  )

S1.35 USD (  )

1 GBP (£) 

Comparing: S2
Currency Conversion
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Using the currency conversion table, and convert the amounts as directed. 
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Name: Answer Key

2) Sophia wants to buy a crib for her baby. She picks a model and compares

its price on two websites. If website A o!ers the crib for 149 GBP and

website B sells it at 168 NZD, which website o!ers the better deal?

Amelia needs to buy a smartphone to gift her mother. The smartphone costs

199 GBP and 319 AUD. Which currency is it more economical to buy in?

1)

Leslie would get 650 USD when she pawned her necklace in Florida. She

noticed that the necklace fetched only 495 GBP upon being pawned in 

London. Where was the necklace valued more?

3)

Website B

Australian dollars

London

S1.90 AUD (  )

S2.04 NZD (  )

S1.35 USD (  )

1 GBP (£) 

Comparing: S2
Currency Conversion
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